Development of a limits of stability protocol for use in transtibial prosthesis users: Learning effects and reliability of outcome variables.
The aims of this study were to empirically quantify reliability and learning effects of a Limits of Stability protocol for transtibial prosthesis users. Outcome variables from center of pressure and center of mass were tested on: 1) multiple test repetitions within a single test occasion; and 2) between multiple test occasions. Trantibial prosthesis users (n=7) and matched controls (n=7) executed five trials of the Limits of Stability protocol on two occasions per day, on two consecutive days. Inter-trial learning effects and reliability of outcomes extracted via center of mass and center of pressure were evaluated utilizing standard biomechanics laboratory equipment. Reliability was good to excellent except the reaction time variable which was poor (Pooled 95%CI of ICC=0.248-0.484). An inter-trial learning effect was present in directional control for prosthesis users when the first trial was included in analysis (center of mass: 95%CI of r=0.065-0.239; center of pressure: 95%CI of r=0.076-0.249). The use of standard biomechanics lab equipment can produce reliable results for the Limits of Stability protocol. Researchers should be aware of low reliability of reaction time variable in the protocol assessed and should execute at least one practice trial prior to that which is used in subsequent analysis.